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Abstract

Recent research has made significant progress in
text-to-image editing, yet numerous areas remain un-
der explored. In this work, we propose a novel ap-
plication in the culinary arts, leveraging diffusion
models to adjust a range of dishes into a variety of
cuisines. Our approach infuses each dish with unique
twists representative of diverse culinary traditions and
ingredient profiles. We introduce the Cuisine Trans-
fer task and a comprehensive framework for its exe-
cution, along with a curated dataset comprising over
1600 unique food samples at the ingredient level. Ad-
ditionally, we propose three Cuisine Transfer task spe-
cific metrics to accurately evaluate our method and
address common failure scenarios in existing image
editing techniques. Our evaluations demonstrate that
our method significantly outperforms baseline models
on the Cuisine Transfer task.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in generative models have opened up

fundamentally new areas of research affecting nearly

all aspects of society from food to finance. Tradi-

tionally, generating realistic images and videos from

textual descriptions has posed a formidable challenge.

Conventional approaches such as Generative Adver-

sarial Network[8] often struggled to capture the intri-

cate nuances of visual content, leading to outputs that

lacked coherence and fidelity. However, with the in-

troduction of diffusion models [12, 21, 22], this land-

scape has undergone a paradigm shift. These models,

inspired by the fundamental principles of statistical

physics and probabilistic inference, have emerged as

powerful tools for understanding and generating com-

plex visual data. Leveraging concepts from diffusion

processes and stochastic sampling, these models ex-

cel at synthesizing high-quality images and videos that

closely align with textual input, achieving unprece-

dented levels of realism and detail.
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Figure 1. Illustration of our proposed Cuisine Transfer task.

Building upon the foundational principles of dif-

fusion models, we propose an innovative application

that demonstrates their efficacy in the realm of culi-

nary arts. Inspired by the fusion of cultural diversity

and culinary creativity, we leverage diffusion models

to create authentic variants of a given dish across a

range of cuisines. By utilizing existing cuisines as a

reference, our approach, described pictorially in Fig. 1

infuses each dish with a unique twist representative of

the culinary traditions and flavor profiles of various

nations. Our methodology is versatile, with potential

applications across multiple areas outlined in Tab. 1.

As a novel application of generative models, cui-

sine transfer presents some challenges to explore.

Specifically, existing image generation approaches[1,

3, 5, 16] do not explicitly account for ingredient se-

mantics, there are few datasets available for bench

marking, and no task-specific quantitative metrics for

the success or failure of the cuisine transfer task. In

this work we examine integration of diffusion mod-

els with ingredient-level analysis, create dataset with

cross-cuisine recipe synthesis and transformation, and

propose advanced metric development for evaluating

cultural authenticity and culinary fidelity. Our contri-

butions are as follows,

• We present a novel task, Cuisine Transfer, and a

comprehensive framework for leveraging diffusion

models in the generation of culturally authentic food
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Aspect Description
Gastronomic

Creativity

Automation: Diffusion models automate culinary creativity by utilizing data to generate innovative dishes

and providing guidance to chefs on the plating and presentation of cuisine from various styles.

Scaling: Diffusion models in culinary innovation enable rapid scaling, facilitating exploration of diverse

cuisines and styles while swiftly adapting to consumer preferences.

Cuisine

Awareness

Vegan Diet: A diffusion model for cuisine transfer can increase awareness of vegan diet by producing

aesthetically pleasing and palatable vegan food dishes of popular meat-based dishes.

Global Cuisine Exploration: Cuisine Transfer amplifies awareness of diverse culinary traditions from

around the globe, empowering individuals to vividly visualize and eagerly explore an array of new dishes.

Marketing Marketing for stores: Store owners can use the diffusion model for cuisine transfer to market their estab-

lishment as a fusion of technology and traditional culinary arts, creating a unique, adaptable, and localized

dining experience.

Table 1. Different potential target aspects for usage of cuisine transfer model

cuisines.

• We curate an ingredient level detailed food image

cuisine dataset with over 1600 unique samples.

• We propose three Cuisine Transfer specific metrics

which accurately capture common failure scenarios

of existing image editing works.

2. Background & Related Work

In the domain of culinary image generation, several

studies have been conducted. Notably, the Adversar-

ial Cross-Modal Embedding (ACME)[23] framework

was introduced, aiming to learn a shared embedding

space between cooking recipes and food images. This

methodology employs the recipe embedding to gener-

ate a corresponding food image and utilizes the food

image embedding to deduce the ingredients within the

dish. The most advanced contribution in this field is

FoodFusion[15], which employs a specially designed

Latent Diffusion model to create realistic food im-

ages based on textual descriptions. LAIONFood was

engineered by the same authors, employing prompt

engineering techniques to curate realistic food im-

ages for training purposes. However, the FoodFusion

model has not been made publicly available, render-

ing its evaluation and validation by the broader sci-

entific community unfeasible. The Recipe Ingredi-

ents Dataset[14], comprises 39,774 training instances

that include recipe ID, cuisine type, and ingredients,

along with 9,944 test instances containing identical

categories of data. Utilizing this dataset, we identi-

fied the prevalent ingredients across different cuisines,

which served as the empirical foundation for develop-

ing our FoodCuisine Ingredient Prompt.

2.1. Diffusion Model

Rombach et al.[20] introduced latent diffusion mod-

els (LDMs) that operate within a latent space gen-

erated by an auto-encoder, facilitating both forward

and reverse processes. These models integrate cross-

attention mechanisms, significantly enhancing their

efficacy in applications such as conditional image syn-

thesis.

Additionally, there have been strides in en-

abling diffusion models to edit images through

ControlNet[25] or spatial masking[6] along with the

text, leading to image translation models[13, 27]

that ascertain the mapping from conditioning im-

ages to target images. Stochastic Differential Editing

(SDEdit)[16] introduces a diffusion model-based ap-

proach that creates realistic images from user inputs,

without requiring additional training or loss functions.

Text2Live[1] enables zero-shot, text-driven edits on

images and videos by generating a semantically rel-

evant edit layer using a training set derived from the

input and a pre-trained CLIP model, allowing for

localized adjustments without pre-trained generators

or manual masks, across diverse objects and scenes.

DiffEdit[5] introduces a novel approach to semantic

image editing by leveraging text-conditioned diffusion

models to automatically generate masks for regions to

edit,

A notable instance of this approach is

InstructPix2Pix[3], which facilitates instruction-

based 2D image editing by conditioning the diffusion

model via text. In our study, we have facilitated

the pretrained latent diffusion models as a means

to generate paired images. Furthermore, we have

utilized InstructPix2Pix to facilitate the style transfer

between various cuisines, effectively altering the

visual representation of foods.

3. Method

InstructPix2Pix is designed as a two-stage process to

generate training image pairs. First, they generate

(original image, edit instruction, edited image) triplet

training sample using a large language model, GPT

3 [4] for edit instruction and LDM [20] for the origi-

nal image and edited image. Further, using the above

triplet dataset, the authors train a diffusion model for

the task of image-editing. In our work, we modified

their technique for the task of cuisine style transfer.

3.1. Dataset Generation

In order to encompass a wide range of culinary diver-

sity, the study selected 20 distinct food dishes. Addi-

tionally, to complement the variety of dishes, 20 dis-
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(a) “Standard” Ingredients for food items:

Food item
Food Item: Pizza, Burger … Fried rice, Curry
Example Prompt: List the ingredient of {food item} 

Food item’s ingredients
Pizza: Pizza dough, Tomato sauce, Cheese, Toppings (such as pepperoni, 
mushrooms, onions), Olive oil, Basil, Garlic, Salt, Black pepper
Burger: Ground beef, Burger bun, Lettuce, Tomato slices, Onion slices, Pickles, 
Ketchup, Mustard, Mayonnaise, Cheese
…
Fried Rice: Cooked rice, Chicken breast, Eggs, Carrots, Peas, Green onions, Soy 
sauce, Sesame oil, Garlic, Ginger
Curry: Chicken thighs, Curry powder, Coconut milk, Onions, Potatoes, Carrots, Garlic, 
Ginger, Vegetable oil, Salt

(b) Ingredients for food items in different cuisines :

Food item with a given cuisine style
Food Item: Pizza, Burger … Fried rice, Curry
Cuisine Style: Korean, Indian, Italian, Spanish … French, 
Japanese
Example Prompt: List the ingredient of {food item} in {cuisine 
style}

Food item’s ingredients in a given cuisine style
Pizza of Korean: Pizza dough, Gochujang (Korean chili paste), Kimchi, Pork belly 
slices, Green onions, Mozzarella cheese, Sesame oil, Garlic, Soy sauce, Sesame 
seeds
…
Fried Rice of India: Basmati rice, Cooked and cooled rice, Mixed vegetables (carrots, 
peas, corn), Onions, Garlic, Ginger, Green chilies, Soy sauce, Garam masala, 
Coriander leave
…
Curry of Japanese: Chicken thighs, Japanese curry roux, Potatoes, Carrots, Onions, 
Garlic, Ginger, Coconut milk, Soy sauce, Mirin

(c) Ingredients refinement:
Unique Ingredients of Cuisine Style 

Cuisine Style: Korean, Indian, Spanish … French, Japanese 
Ingredient category: Seafood, Meat, Vegan Protein, 
Vegetables, Fruits, Condiments
Example Prompt: List the 3 unique ingredient of {category} in 
{Cuisine Style}

Korean 
- Seafood: Fish, squid, octopus 
- Meat: Beef (bulgogi), pork belly 
(samgyeopsal), chicken 
- Vegan proteins: Tofu, edamame, mung 
beans 
- Vegetables: Kimchi, mushrooms, spinach 
- Fruits: Korean pear, persimmon, watermelon 
- Condiments: Gochujang, soy sauce, sesame 
oil
Indian
…
Japanese

Validation

FoodCuisine
Ingredient 

Prompt

Figure 2. Prompt generation for ingredients of food items in distinct cuisine style: (a) Generating a comprehensive ingredient

list of standard culinary preparation. (b) Generating cuisine-specific ingredients list of culinary items. (c) Refining the cuisine-

specific ingredients list based on uniqueness

tinct cuisine styles were identified for inclusion. The

food dishes and cuisines are described in Tab. 2. The

adoption of these particular culinary styles was shaped

by the Recipe Ingredient Dataset [14], which encom-

passes a diverse collection of food recipes, culinary

traditions, and ingredients.

Cuisines Food dishes
Italian Spanish Fried Rice Burger

Mexican Southern US Sandwich Pasta

Indian Chinese Soup Noodle Pancake

French Thai Savoury Pie Stew

Japanese Greek Fried Noodles Pizza

Korean Vietnamese Rolls (e.g. Maki) Burritos

Moroccan British Savory Waffle Crepes

Filipino Irish Fried chicken Lasagna

Jamaican Russian Barbecued meat Curry

Brazilian Vegan French Fries Salad

Table 2. List of food dishes and cuisine styles

3.1.1 Food Ingredient Prompt Generation

We provide a schematic representation of the method-

ology employed for prompt generation in our study

in Fig. 2. In the development of our dataset, we

employed OpenAI’s ChatGPT 3.5 for the generation

of captions and ingredient lists for a variety of food

dishes. This process commenced with the generation

of a standardized ingredient list for 20 distinct food

items. The establishment of a standard recipe for each

item is of paramount importance as these recipes serve

as input text prompts. These prompts are instrumental

in generating images of the food items using a stable

diffusion model, further elaborated in Section 3.1.2.

Additionally, we extended our dataset to include in-

gredients for food items adapted to different cuisine

styles. By providing ChatGPT with specific prompts,

such as listing the ingredients for ”a pizza in Korean

style”, we received detailed ingredient lists reflective

of cultural adaptations. For instance, the ingredient

list for a Korean-style pizza generated by ChatGPT

included ”Pizza dough, Korean chili paste, Kimchi,

Pork belly slices, Green onions, Mozzarella Cheese,

Sesame oil, Garlic, Soy sauce, and Sesame Seeds.”

Through this approach, we amassed a collection of

400 unique food item and cuisine style combinations,

each with its own tailored list of ingredients.

To ensure the diversity and authenticity of our

dataset, we embarked on the final stage of compilation

by identifying unique ingredients across 20 cuisine

styles. This involved categorizing these ingredients

into six categories: Seafood, Meat, Vegan, Protein,

Vegetables, Fruits, and Condiments. Using ChatGPT,

we pinpointed three unique ingredients for each cui-

sine style, which were then cross-checked against the

Recipe Ingredient Dataset to verify their accuracy and

relevance. Once validated, these unique ingredients

were seamlessly integrated into our dataset, enrich-

ing the 400 distinct food item and cuisine style com-

binations. These comprehensive ingredient lists now

serve as input prompts for generating images of cor-
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(a) (Standard food item, Cuisine food item) Image Generation :

FoodCuisine Ingredient Prompt
Input Caption: Burrito with Tortillas, Chicken thighs, Black 
beans, Rice, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Salsa, Sour cream, 
Avocado
Edit Instruction: change it to Indian Burrito 
Output Caption:  Indian Burrito with Flour tortillas, Rice, Black 
beans, Paneer (Indian cottage cheese), Salsa, Guacamole, 
Sour cream, Cheddar cheese, Lettuce, Coriander leaves

(b) FoodCuisine dataset samples
”change it to Korean Savoury Waffle” ”change it to Vegan Soup Noodle” ”change it to Thai Curry”

Input Output

Figure 3. (a) Illustration of paired image generation of different cuisines. (b) FoodCuisine dataset examples

responding food items using a LDM. This approach

not only increases the diversity of the dataset but also

allows for a detailed exploration of the complex con-

nection between culinary traditions and their cultural

backgrounds.

In the augmentation of our dataset, subsequent to

the acquisition of input and output caption pairs, we

introduced an additional component termed as the

”edit instruction.” This component is crafted in the for-

mat ”change it to CuisineStyle FoodItem,” serving a

pivotal role in the workflow of our Cuisine Transfer

Model. The edit instruction is designed to function as

an integral part of the model’s editing prompt, which,

when combined with the original image, facilitates the

generation of the transformed output image.

3.1.2 Food Cuisine Paired Image Dataset

For image generation, we have adopted the image pair

generation structure that is present in InstructPix2Pix

and the overview of the Paired image generation of

different cuisine is present in Fig. 3.

We used a text-to-image diffusion model [20] in

our study to convert descriptive texts into correspond-

ing images. However, ensuring consistency in gen-

erated images with slight text variations is challeng-

ing. To tackle this, we employed the Prompt-to-

Prompt [9] technique, adjusting the process to en-

hance image similarity. This method utilizes an ad-

justable parameter, p, regulating image similarity by

controlling the proportion of denoising steps sharing

attention weights. We generated 50 sets of (input

food image, cuisine transferred food image) pairs for

each text description pair, refining them with a CLIP-

based metric [7] to improve alignment between textual

changes and visual modifications. This process en-

hances diversity and quality while strengthening data

generation against method limitations.

In summary, we compiled the FoodCuisine

Dataset, comprising 1,649 image pairs that were

generated using the edit prompt ”Change it to

CuisineStyle FoodItem.” Acknowledging the impact

of edit prompt phrasing on the dataset, we foresaw the

need to expand the range of prompts to ensure varied

and precise results, which we explore in the next sec-

tion.

3.1.3 Refining Edit Prompt

In our exploration of enhancing the Cuisine Trans-

fer Model’s effectiveness through linguistic variation,

we initially adopted a standard edit prompt format:

”Change it to CuisineStyle FoodItem.” To investigate

the impact of diverse linguistic expressions on the

model’s performance, we generated 20 different para-

phrasings of this edit prompt using ChatGPT, aiming

to introduce a wide array of linguistic inputs. The

rationale was to determine if varying the phrasing of

edit prompts could significantly influence the model’s

ability to accurately and creatively transform images

according to specified cuisine styles.

However, upon evaluating the outcomes of these

varied edit prompts, we observed minimal difference

in the model’s ability to execute the desired transfor-

mations effectively. This experiment suggested that

the model’s performance in interpreting and apply-

ing edit instructions is largely resilient to changes in

the linguistic structure of the prompts. Consequently,

this finding implies that efforts to optimize the model

could be better focused on enhancing image quality
3735



Change it to Spanish
barbecued meat 

Change it to French
pasta

Change it to Thai fried
rice

Change it to
Jamaican pizza

Change it to Chinese
soup noodles

Figure 4. Single Food dish → Single Cuisine: Cuisine transferred images for different food dishes.

Burrito Change it to Vegan
Burrito

Change it to Japanese
Burrito

Change it to Vietnamese 
Burrito

Change it to Greek 
Burrito

Figure 5. Single Food dish → Multiple Cuisines: Cuisine transferred burrito

and the accuracy of cuisine-specific details, rather than

on expanding the diversity of prompt phrasing.

3.2. Cuisine Transfer Model Training

Building upon the methodologies outlined in [17],

we opted to fine-tune the pre-trained InstructPix2Pix

model using our Cuisine Transfer Pair Dataset rather

than training from scratch with our data using a sta-

ble diffusion model. This fine-tuned model, referred

to as the CuisineTransfer model, retains its general

understanding while integrating specific task nuances.

Fine-tuning enhances the model’s adaptability, allow-

ing it to evolve based on the characteristics of the new

dataset. Additionally, we adopt the InstructPix2Pix

approach of utilizing a classifier-free guidance mech-

anism [11] to condition on both the input image and

edit instruction text. This results in two guidance

scales: the Image Classifier-Free Guidance Scale (Im-

age CFG) and the Text Classifier-Free Guidance Scale

(Text CFG), which can be adjusted to balance the cor-

respondence between the generated samples and the

input image, as well as the correspondence with the

edit instruction.

Implementation details: All our experiments are

performed on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU with 80

GB of VRAM. While exploring different Text CFG

and Image Image CFG scale values, we found 7.5 as

text CFG, 1.5 as image CFG worked the best. We fixed

100 as the number of denoising steps of the diffusion

model for all our experiments.

4. Results and Discussion
In this section, we analyze the performance of our

proposed CuisineTransfer model both qualitatively

and quantitatively. For qualitative metrics, we com-

pare our CuisineTransfer model with SDEdit[16],

Text2Live[1], DiffEdit[5] and InstructPix2Pix[3].

As for quantitative metrics, we have selected

InstructPix2Pix[3] as our baseline model to gauge the

impact of our domain specific dataset.

4.1. Qualitative Evaluation

We visualize the performance of our CuisineTransfer

model using the input images generated by DALL·E
3 model [2] and images sourced online [18, 19]. We

look at how our model performs when converting a
3736



Input Image CuisineTransfer (ours)InstructPix2PixSDEdit

Fried noodles → Chinese Fried noodles

Crepes → Greek Crepes

Burrito → Vegan Burrito

DiffEditText2Live

Figure 6. Comparison with prior works: Three food item changed to three different cuisine style (SDEdit[16], Text2Live[1],

InstructPix2Pix[3], DiffEdit[5]) Text CFG: 7.5, image CFG: 1.5.

single food dish to a single cuisine, a single food dish

to multiple cuisines, and finally compare our model’s

editing capabilities with prior works.

Single Food dish → Single Cuisine: We show the

generated images of our Cuisine Transfer model for

various food dishes in Fig. 4. We can see that the in-

gredients change align with the cuisine asked by the

edit instruction. For instance, shrimp is prominent in

Thai cuisine, which is added in Thai fried rice. Fur-

ther, Jamaican pizza replaced mushrooms with jerk

chicken, a common food ingredient in Jamaican cui-

sine.

Single Food dish → Multiple Cuisines: We con-

vert an image of Burrito to Vegan, Japanese, Viet-

namese and Greek cuisines, as shown in Fig. 5. We

notice that our generated vegan burrito image removed

the meat in burrito and substituted it with veggies and

beans, Japanese burrito changed chicken to salmon,

Vietnamese changed chicken to pork slices, and Greek

cuisine has significant amount of feta cheese. All the

changes are unique to the respective cuisines. How-

ever, there are some minor background abnormalities

in the Vietnamese burrito, which we describe further

in Sec. 4.2.2.

Comparisons with prior works: In Fig. 6, we

compare the performance of cuisine transfer methods

for three randomly chosen (dish, cuisine) pairs: fried

noodles → Chinese fried noodles, crepes → Greek

crepes, and burrito → vegan burrito. For the cui-

sine transfer, crepes → Greek crepes: SDEdit, In-

structpix2pix and our model use the edit instruction,

”change it to Greek crepes”. However, Text2Live

and DiffEdit requires both input and output captions

of the images for the cuisine transfer task. Text2live

uses ”crepes” as input caption, and ”greek crepes” as

output caption. DiffEdit uses ”a plate of crepes” as

input caption, and ”a plate of greek crepes” as out-

put caption. We use similar instructions/captions for

other food cuisine dish pairs. In the cuisine transfer of

crepes, we observe that InstructPix2Pix and DiffEdit

suffer from identifying background and the crepes.

Specifically, the knife in the image is incorrectly con-

verted to crepes. Another interesting observation is in

the example of Vegan Burrito, where SDEdit and In-

structPix2Pix return near identical image to the input

image. We quantify this type of image conversion er-

ror in Sec. 4.2.2. Although, most of the prior works

attempt to transfer cuisine of the dishes, they hardly

match the ingredient prominent to that cuisine. For

example, we can still see some meat in DiffEdit’s ve-

gan burrito, whereas in our CuisineTransfer model, we

don’t see any meat. Additionally, all prior work’s Chi-

nese noodles have no specific characteristic related to

Chinese cuisine, but our model has realized a depic-
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Original Image: Stew
Edit prompt: 

change it to Korean Stew

Cuisine Transfer Model
Text CFG: 7.5

Image CFG: 1.5 

InstructPix2Pix
Text CFG: 7.5

Image CFG: 1.5 

InstructPix2Pix
Text CFG: 15

Image CFG: 1.5 

InstructPix2Pix
Text CFG: 7.5

Image CFG: 0.75 

Figure 7. Comparison between Cuisine Transfer Model with InstructPix2Pix with different text CFG and image CFG value

Metric InstructPix2Pix CuisineTransfer (ours)

LPIPS (↓) 0.00252 0.00232
CLIP Image Similarity (↓) 0.9050 0.7885
CLIP Text-Image Direction Similarity (↑) 0.0761 0.1320

Table 3. Evaluation of baseline and our proposed method using image editing metrics

tion of shrimp chow mein, a notable dish in Chinese

cuisine.

4.2. Quantitative evaluation

In this section, we quantitatively analyze the perfor-

mance of our proposed CuisineTransfer model using

existing image editing metrics and our proposed task-

specific metrics. We compute quantitative metrics av-

eraged on a test data of over 80 image, edit instruction

pairs (approximately 5% of our training dataset) with

4 randomly chosen dishes: burritos, fried rice, fried

noodle, and pasta.

In our quantitative evaluation, we conducted a

comparative analysis between the InstructPix2Pix

model and our CuisineTransferModel. Given that our

model is an extension of InstructPix2Pix, comparing

these two models is particularly pertinent. To en-

sure a fair and consistent comparison, we standard-

ized the configuration settings for both the Image CFG

and the Text CFG at fixed values of 7.5 and 1.5,

respectively. These parameters were determined af-

ter conducting qualitative assessments of images pro-

cessed by InstructPix2Pix, where it was observed that

images did not exhibit significant change, as illus-

trated in Fig. 7. This setup allowed us to rigorously

evaluate the performance enhancements introduced by

our CuisineTransferModel over the baseline Instruct-

Pix2Pix framework.

4.2.1 Image Editing Metrics

We follow the steps of Wang et al. [24] for evalu-

ation and use LPIPS [26] and CLIP similarity met-

rics [7, 10] for the task of Cuisine Transfer. LPIPS

(lower is better) and CLIP Image similarity (lower is

better) metric measure the similarity between the input

image and generated image, while CLIP Text-Image

Direction Similarity (higher is better), measures the

agreement between the change in images and text cap-

tions.

The results in Tab. 3 show that our proposed model

performs better than the baseline model, instruct-

pix2pix. Our model improves CLIP Text-Image di-

rection similarity scores significantly by 73% com-

pared to the baseline, indicating our generated images

align well with the input edit instruction. However, it’s

worth highlighting that the changes in the image simi-

larity metrics are not conclusive, as the values are not

significantly different, with a 12% change for CLIP

image similarity and a 7% change for LPIPS. There-

fore, we explore task-specific metrics in the next sec-

tion.

4.2.2 Task Specific Metrics

We start by analyzing in how many generated images

the ingredient changed compared to the original im-

age. We call the ratio of ingredient changes to the

total number of samples as Ingredient Change Ratio.

On further analysis, we notice some common failure

patterns as illustrated in Fig. 8. We propose three met-

rics to quantify them, namely, Morphed Images Ra-

tio, Colour Shift Images Ratio and Cuisine-Ingredient

Agreement Ratio for the task of Cuisine Transfer.

Morphed Images Ratio: We define morphed food

images as those that have structural abnormalities in

food items. Examples of these abnormalities include

incorrect shapes of food items, food items morphed to-

gether in ways that don’t make sense, like a fruit that

partially looks like a vegetable, plates and background

content wholly or partially changing into cuisine in-

gredients, etc. We define Morphed Images Ratio as

the ratio of the number of generated images that are

morphed to that of the total number of generated im-
3738



Metric InstructPix2Pix CuisineTransfer (ours)

Ingredient Change Ratio (↑) 58/80 78/80
Color Shifted Images Ratio (↓) 19/22 0/2
Cuisine-Ingredient Agreement Ratio (↑) 24/58 67/78
Morphed Images Ratio (↓) 41/80 11/80

Table 4. Evaluation of proposed Cuisine Transfer specific metric

Morphed Failure

Color Shift Failure

Input
Image 

Generated
Image

Cuisine Ingredient
Agreement Failure

Change it to 
Southern US burrito

Change it to
Jamaican Fried Rice

Change it to
Filipino Pasta

Figure 8. Different Failure cases. Morphed images: plate

changed to burrito; Color shift: Fried rice has green tint;

Cuisine ingredient agreement failure: no Filipino specific

protein substitution.

ages in the test data.

Color Shifted Images Ratio: We define color shift

as those images that have no visible changes in food

ingredients but have changes only in the color of the

image. Thus, Color Shifted Images Ratio is the ratio

of number of generated images that are color shifted

and have no ingredient change to that of the number

of generated images in the test data which have no in-

gredient change.

Cuisine-Ingredient Agreement Ratio: We say a

generated image has the cuisine-ingredient agreement

property, when the ingredients in the images match

with the given cuisine. We define, Cuisine-Ingredient

Agreement Ratio as the ratio of generated images that

have ingredients change and the cuisine-ingredient

agreement property to that of the total number of im-

ages that have ingredient change in the test data.

We compute the value of the above metrics man-

ually by looking at each image in the test data. We

showcase the results of our proposed metrics for

the baseline model and our proposed CuisineTransfer

model in Tab. 4. We observe that our proposed model

changes ingredient in almost 97% of samples (mea-

sured by Ingredient Change Ratio), while the baseline

model, InstructPix2Pix changes only in 72%. Further,

our model matches the ingredient changes with the tar-

get cuisine for almost 85% of ingredient changed im-

ages, compared to 41% in insturctpix2pix. The failure

case of color shift is non-existent for our method in the

test data, while InstructPix2Pix exhibit color shifted

generated images. Finally, the number of generated

images that are morphed is much lower for our model

compared to the baseline model.

5. Discussion and Limitations
In our exploration, we conducted a zero-shot evalu-

ation of the Cuisine Transfer Model on food items

not encountered during training, specifically tacos and

poke bowls. This exercise revealed the model’s capac-

ity to modify ingredients in these novel dishes, albeit

with a caveat: achieving precise and reliable edits ne-

cessitates a more comprehensive dataset for each spe-

cific food item. Despite this, we are optimistic about

the model’s potential to revolutionize culinary creativ-

ity and to significantly reduce marketing expenses for

the food industry, thereby exerting a profound influ-

ence on the culinary community.

An area identified for improvement involves con-

ducting more rigorous and comprehensive human sub-

jective studies while computing the task specific met-

rics for robust evaluation. Such research could offer

invaluable insights into enhancing the model’s accu-

racy and user satisfaction, a task we aim to address in

our future work.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we presented the CuisineTransfer Model,

a novel framework based on diffusion model princi-

ples specifically tailored for altering the composition

of food items in accordance with given culinary style

queries. Given a style change as query, using the dif-

fusion model, Cuisine Transfer method can edit the

ingredients of the food item. We have thoroughly

designed to create Food Cuisine Ingredient prompts

that could capture ingredient of cuisine style, lever-

age these prompts to generate and validate the training

image pair, and trained diffusion model. Our model

underwent quantitative evaluation through both im-

age editing metrics and the three task-specific cuisine

transfer metrics we introduced, in addition to a quali-

tative assessment. These evaluations showed the supe-

riority of our model compared to other existing prior

work on cuisine transfer task.
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